I. INTRODUCTION
In recent decades, rapid growth in wireless communication service makes the limited spectrum resources become increasingly scarce. Cognitive radio [1] can solve this problem by dynamic spectrum access technology. Spectrum sensing is one of the key technology of cognitive radios and the quick and accurate perception of broadband spectrum hole is the main challenge.
In order to improve the efficiency of spectrum sensing, it's necessary to apply the wideband spectrum sensing. However the main challenge in the wideband spectrum sensing applications is the fast sampling rate which is difficult to realize by modern sampling system. Then, Compressed Sensing (CS) is proposed [2] , which makes it possible to reconstruct the sparse or compressible signals from far fewer samples than Nyquist samples [3] , [4] Therefore, CS can be used for wideband spectrum sensing because of the sparsity of spectrum data [5] , [6] . Thus, in recent years, a variety of wideband compressed sensing algorithm emerged. Reference [7] - [10] proposed that we can reduce the sampling rate through CS and detect the spectrum of reconstructed signals. Although this algorithm can obtain an excellent detection performance, the disadvantage of this approach is that it requires to reconstruct the original signal before the spectrum sensing. However, compressed sensing reconstruction algorithm has certain complexity and instability and undoubtedly increase the complexity of cognitive radio system. Reference [11] proposed the spectrum sensing without reconstructing the signals, but the detection performance is not very good when the SNR is low. Then many effective solutions [12] - [14] have been given to this problem. Reference [12] proposed a highorder statistics based on compressive measurements for the wideband spectrum sensing scheme; Reference [13] proposed a novel compressed spectrum energy detection scheme based on wavelet transform; Reference [14] proposed a Compressive Signal Processing (CSP) model to detect spectrum holes without to analyze the entire signal.
In real CR system, a single cognitive radio may fail to accurately sense and detect a hidden node of a primary user because of shadowing or low signal to noise power ratio (SNR) [15] . The cooperative sensing can solve the problem, so the further research with the cooperative compressed sensing is quite necessary. Reference [16] proposed a centralized collaborative compressed spectrum sensing scheme, which choose an compressive sampling matrix linearly related to the original signals to apply algebraic detector. Reference [17] proposed a parallel spectrum sensing model which gets the final decision from the results of each branch after using CS and wavelet to process the input in all branches.
In order to reduce the single compressive spectrum sensing scheme's complexity, in this paper, we present a new compressive spectrum sensing based on energy approximation model. In the proposed scheme the spectrum sensing can be completed directly from the compressed signals without signal reconstruction. Furthermore, in order to strengthen the stability and reliability of the system in real CR system, centralized cooperative spectrum sensing will be added to the design.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the compressive sensing and cooperative spectrum sensing theory. Section III proposes a new compressive spectrum sensing based on energy approximation model. Finally, simulation results and discussions are presented in Section IV and the conclusion is drawn in Section V.
II. COMPRESSIVE SENSING AND COGNITIVE RADIO

A. Compressive Sensing
IF there is a length-N discrete signal x whose non-zero coefficients KN  , x is called K-sparse signal. Suppose that x can be represented in accordance with a basis of 1
and the basis is orthogonal [18] , [19] . Accordingly, x can be expressed as:
where x is compressible if  is sparse. To observe M linear measurements y of x we can get a
The signal reconstruction phase is focused on the recovery of  from the measurement vector y [20] , [21] .  is a known matrix, so the recovery of  means the reconstruction of original signal x . Under the condition of MN  , the reconstruction is equal to solving the 0 l norm  optimization problem of equation (2) .
However solving equation (3) is the NP-hard problem. In order to reduce complexity, 1 l norm  optimization problem is used as alternative [22] , [23] .
B. Cooperative Spectrum Sensing
The centralized cooperative spectrum sensing model [24] , [25] is illustrated in Fig Firstly, each cognitive user detects the signal transmitted by the primary base station, and then sends the detection results to the fusion center which will make a final decision. As is known to all, the Energy Detection (ED) [26] is simple and easy to implement, so it is regular used for cooperative spectrum sensing in the local detection. The energy detection model is depicted in Fig.  2 .
Fig. 2. Energy detection model
The local spectrum sensing problem can be formulated as the following two hypotheses
where k y is the signal received by cognitive user and x is the primary user's transmitted signal and n is the Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN). 0 H is the null hypothesis stating that the received signal y corresponds to the noise n and therefore there is no primary user in the sensed spectrum band; instead, 1 H means that some primary user is present.
Then the decision statistic T of the energy detection model can be written as (6) where N denotes the number of samples collected during the sensing period and  is the final threshold to distinguish between the two hypotheses in (5) . If > T  , PU is present and 1 H is decided; if < T  , PU is not present and 0 H is decided. Suppose that only AWGN is considered, the detection probability pd and false alarm probability pfa can be expressed as
where  is the signal to noise power ratio,   ,    is the incomplete gamma function and () Q  is the Gaussian tail probability Q-function.
Suppose that there are M CUs in the centralized cooperative spectrum sensing model, the detection probability of CU i is
and the false alarm probability is  
. The final decision is made according to the "OR" and "AND" fusion algorithm.
(1) "OR" fusion rule
(2) "AND" fusion rule
III. ENERGY APPROXIMATION MODEL
A. Energy Approximation at an Individual Radio
For the aim of spectrum holes detection, The problem of local compressive spectrum sensing can be formulated concisely as the following two hypotheses in accordance with ( 2 ) and ( 5 )
To state the new energy approximation model, we first review the important concept of Restricted Isometry Property (RIP) in CS.
Definition 1: For each integer 1, 2,3, k  , define isometry constant  of a matrix  as the smallest number such that
We say that matrix  obeys the RIP of order K if
Reference [27] proposed that for any Pr ( -) 2 ,0 1
where the probability is taken over all MN  matrices  . 
which proves Lemma 1.
From Lemma 1, we find that the ratio of the compressed signal energy However in real CR system, we have to consider the case of low SNR. When there is noise n , we will get the compressed signal
. Fig. 4 Because the task of spectrum sensing is to merely perceive whether the primary user exists, we do not need to analyze the complete signal. And the principle of energy detection is to compute the absolute value of the square in the time domain or frequency domain. Then we can determine the presence or absence of the primary user according to a suitable threshold. Now, the observed signal energy is practically equal to the original signal enery under noiseless or even in the environment of the low SNR. Therefore, we don't have to care about the difference of the observed signal and the original signal to acquire lower samples. Then, we can replace the input signal x with the compressed signal y in the energy detection directly which is our energy approximation (EA) model.
B. Energy Approximation at the Fusion Center
In order to overcome the unreliable individual observations of each CR user, in our EA-CSS scheme, the centralized cooperative spectrum sensing can be added to the design. We proposed a cooperative sensing model, which structure is depicted as Fig. 6 based reference [17] . Where k  is the measurement matrix and different k  functions in different branches. And different k  stands for different compressed sampling. In this way, the sensing error of some branches that the energy of sampling results y and the original signal x are deviated largely can be avoided effectively.
By Lemma 1, this system can work correctly with the probability of 
IV. COMPUTATIONAL EXAMPLES AND ANALYSIS
In this section, simulation environment is Matlab R2009a, Gaussian random matrix and sparse signals are used.
We first explore the detection performance of the compressive spectrum sensing based on Energy EA (ED). The compressive ratio / 0.5, M N  false alarm probability 0.1 pfa 
. Fig. 7 illustrates the detection probability vs. SNR. When -5 SNR dB  , the detection probability of this method can achieve 1. It means that in high SNR, EA-CSS can perform almost as well as the traditional detector with lower sampling rate. Then the probability of detection is less than the energy detection when -13
. The reason is that the energy of the compressed signal and the original signal are not exactly equal and it is just an estimate. However, the expense of the detection probability in exchange for a portion of the lower sampling rate is acceptable. When , both probabilities of detection are very low, the probability of detection of this method is higher than the energy detection. This is because when SNR is very low, A portion of the energy of the noise can be reduced by the energy difference of compressed signal and original signal. , the detection probability can achieve 1 no matter what the compression ratio is. It means that we can achieve very high detection rates with a low false alarm and sampling rate. We note that the detection probability grows as we increase SNR under the same compression ratio. And under the same SNR, the detection probability grows as we increase the compression ratio. However lower compression ratio is our goal. So we should find a tradeoff between the compression ratio and the probability of detection. Next , we investigate the detection probability vs. false alarm probability ( pfa ) of EA-CSS. Fig. 9 Finally, we investigate the detection performance of centralized cooperative spectrum sensing model based on the energy approximation. When the alarm probability is 0.1, the compressive ratio / 0.5 M N  and the number of cognitive users is 6, we compare the detection probability of OR and AND fusion policies and single-node sensing under various number probability of false alarm and the result is illustrated in Fig. 10 . We realize that OR rule's detection probability is the highest among the three under the same SNR. It is because that OR rule only requires one CR user detects PU then the fusion center believes it exists. However AND is relatively strict, only if all of the CR users detects PU the fusion center believes it exists. So the curve of AND rule lies below the others. In this paper an energy approximation based on RIP in compressive spectrum sensing for cognitive radio is proposed. The proposed technique utilizes an energy approximation modeling that the observed signal energy and the original signal energy is nearly equal to implement spectrum detection without the signal reconstruction. The simulation results show that the detection performance is not inferior to energy detection and with a lower sampling rate. Furthermore, through the improved centralized cooperative spectrum sensing model based on the energy approximation, we get a more stable and reliable performance. Therefore, this model is feasible in cognitive radios.
